KinSport

KinSport
The next-generation digital platform,
delivering evidence based sporting
development regardless of location.

Multimedia uploads and
extra-curricular resources
Upload, share and practice with ease
Providing a secure, flexible repository to upload
multimedia posts. Coaches and trainers have the ability
to upload match footage, player performance, coaching
sessions, one-to-one training, worksheets and resources
so that sportsmen and women can continue to engage,
collaborate and develop, regardless of location.

Digital player profiles
Capture player progress within a digital portfolio
Through real-time digital portfolio building and
notifications – coaches are able to communicate and
share valuable player feedback through the platform.
They can view their time line as a sporting journal
of completed coaching sessions, matches, video
footage feedback and communications housing all
this in one place.

Student agency and
hyper-personalisation
The players in the driving seat
Students and players have the autonomy to navigate
and shape their own developmental pathways – at
any age. Players and athletes are able to pro-actively
post their independent progress through uploading
videos and pictures of activities and projects,
whereby feedback from the coach can be shared:
naturally increasing their levels of engagement and
curiosity while improving interpersonal skills via
online and blended discussions.

Parents and carers as key partners
Invite families to become authentic partners
Active parental engagement is paramount to player
success and growth. KinSport believes that parents
and carers can play a much greater, dynamic role in the
developmental journey – as opposed to dropping children
or young adults off, and picking them up after training.
The platform’s real-time notifications tool allow coaches to
share, broadcast or post valuable feedback or updates with
the parent community; in addition to multilingual families
having the preference to translate updates into their native
language to fully be on-board with notifications.

Sporting curricula assessment
Monitor progress to ensure players reach
their full potential
Through KinSport’s assessment features, coaches
are able to provide ongoing assessments to ensure
that players continue to progress and develop at the
right pace.
By tagging posts, coaches and players are able to
build a learning portfolio against any sporting curricula.
Coaches can assess the athletes strengths and
weaknesses, and provide bespoke support to
develop a well-rounded athlete.

Testimonial
“We started using Kinteract four months ago and in that
time, we used it primarily with our overseas players who
were based in Finland. We set them work during the
lockdown and travel restrictions, as we were unable
to travel or train with them.
Kinteract has provided to be really useful for us in terms
of two-way communication - giving players feedback,
both via text, in report-form or through voice messages
and video chats. The feedback process is really simple
within the app.
The platform is especially useful for referencing and
sharing YouTube clips and exercise links, embedding
those into posts or messages that we send to players,
that works really well. The platform itself is user friendly,
we’ve set up groups and it’s probably the easiest way
to share information with everyone - compared to other
traditional ways, email or WhatsApp, etc.
From the players’ perspective, once they got familiar
with the platform and understood how to respond to
the coaches ‘next steps’ or sent us questions, shared
the completed exercises that they’ve been doing, etc,
they have found it one really beneficial and have shared
positive feedback with us.”
Kristian Heames
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